**BUDGET**

Arts & Sciences International Studies Winter Travel Grant

I am proposing a trip to Paris and Berlin over a 14-day period (including plane travel days) from December 27 to January 9. I must also note that I intend on traveling with a friend, so I have figured lodging costs in Berlin accordingly. Here are the configured costs for this travel:

- Flight from Louisville SDF to Paris CDG, and from Berlin TXL to Louisville SDF: $900 (lowest current listing is $863 from www.studentuniverse.com)
- Paris lodging: free, as I would be staying with a friend living in Paris
- Paris inter-city transport: $28 (a 10-ticket packet is 6 euros for students)
- Paris Muscums: $70 (a 4-day Paris Museum Pass is 48 euros)
- Paris food budget: $213 (25 euros/day for 6 days)

Travel to Berlin via Eurolines (overnight bus) on January 2*nd* from bus station Paris Gare du Nord to Berlin (which will eliminate the cost of 1 night in a hotel in Berlin): $125 (88 euros)

- Berlin lodging: $210
  (http://www.hostelworld.com/hosteldetails.php/Metropolhostel-Berlin/Berlin/42712 296 euros/2 people)
- Berlin Transport: $52
  (http://www.s-bahn-berlin.de/englisch/tickets-fares/tickets.html; 6,10 euros for a day pass for 6 days)
- Berlin Museums: $27 (Schaulust-Museen card covers all museums and costs 19 euros)
- Berlin food budget: $213 (25 euros/day for 6 days)

- Souvenirs: $50
- Emergency fund: $75

TOTAL: $1,963

Also, I have applied for the Student Skills Award through the Honors Program to provide an extra funding amount of $200. Thus, if I am awarded that grant, I will only have to generate $263 of my own, which I have already set aside for this trip.